
LIBRARY USAGE
LEADER: Bob Carmack
We are prepared to go several directions depending upon
the desires of the students enrolled. Possible directions
might include: an introduction to the organization and
purposes of the library; how to do library research;
intorudction to the literature of the humanities;
introduction to the literature of the social sciences.
Since we have several librarians who are interested in
helping conduct the course, we could go any or all of
these directions this semester.
FIRST MEETING: Tuesday, March 2, 7:30 p.m.
WHERE: Southeast Lounge, 2nd floor Undergraduate
Library.

GEODESIC DOMES
LEADER: Mike Shonsey
I don't know a whole lot about domes, so, this spring
I'm planning to build one. This, then, is an invitation to
others who want to be in on the experience and a

request for help from anyone who has built or helped
build one. Some things about geodisic domes; round,
fairly simple to construct, inexpensive, and a natural
respect for land and resources.
FIRST MEETING: Wednesday, Febr. 24, 7:30 p.m.
WHERE: UMHE, 333 N. 14
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VALUES AND CELEBRATIONS OF A

NEW SOCIETY
LEADER: Larry Doerr
An exercise in human imagination both on intellectual
and sensual plane. We are looking for individuals,
hopefully with philosophy, anthropology, visual art
forms, creative education religion, and all other
endeavors of full human living, who can turn themselves
totally loose to imagine life styles, roles, identities,
values and forms of a new society, and at the same time
imagine, create and experiment in the celebrative rituals
which might be appropriate to such a new society.
Values and forms of past and present are possible with
the reservation that their only authority is relevance and
meaning for present and future. The commitment is to
conscious planning for the future involving the
wholeness of humans. Goal for the couse might be the
design of one or more celebrative occasions to be
presented to the University community.
FIRST MEETING: Tuesday, March 2, 9 p.m.
WHERE: UMHE 333 N. 14th

AMATEUR ROCKETRY
LEADER: Jerry Schmidt, Jack Suchy
As a course in amateur rocketry, we would discuss the
principals, construction and the launching of model
rockets. The main topics to be covered are: propellants,
chamber and nozzel design, instrumentation, balistics
and tracking. We hope to cover solid fuel rocket design
to altitudes of 20,000 and 30,000 feet. We may go into
liquid fuel rocket design and construction if there is an
interest.
FIRST MEETING: Wednesday, February 24, 7:30 p.m.
WHERE: Abel Hall; North Lounge

HOMOPHILE STUDIES
LEADER: Joe D. Creason
Analysis of the problems of America's homosexual

minority from as many points of view as is feasible,
possibly including theology, law, national policy,
psychology, anthropology, sociology and literature;
study of the study of the Homophile Civil Rights
movement.
FIRST MEETING: Wednesday, Febr. 24. 7 p.m.
WHERE: UMHE. 333 N. 14.

BREWING AND VINTING AT HOME
LEADER: Roger Welsch
It is possible to make first-rat- e wine and beer with very
little investment of time, money, and trouble. In three
sessions (the first two will be on winemaking) we will
cover the basis of the art and science. Start saving bottles
now.
FIRST MEETING: Thursday. Febr. 25, 7:30 p.m.
WHERE: Beta Theta Pi. 1515 R

THE WISDOM OF THE TAROT
LEADER: Brother John Hatgidakis
The ancient wisdom and symbology of the tarot cards
will be covered in this course with emphasis placed upon
their basic purpose spiritual unfoldment.
FIRST MEETING: Wednesday. Febr. 24, 7:30 p.m.
WHERE: 1319 S. 11

ISSUES AND CONFRONTATION
LEADER: Donald G.Crawford
Speakers will be asked to take 10 to 15 minutes to
emphasize their individual point of view or to point out
what they feel are salient issues. The remainder of the
time will be devoted to discussion, questions and
answers from the assembly or speakers.
Topics to be discussed are:

Is war moral or immoral? (March. 2)
Should pornography be legalized? (Mar. 9)
Does the Bible conflict with History? (Mar. 16)
Are sex and love related; (Mar. 23)
Is there a case for using drugs? (Mar. 30)
Can one have both faith and reason? (Apr. 6)
Who is a racist? (Apr. 20)
How has depersonalization effected human

relationships? (Apr. 27)
How much time do we have; pollution and

population? (May 4)
FIRST MEETING: Tuesday, March 2, 8 p.m.
WHERE: Nebraska Union

LONG DISTANCE JOGGING
LEADER: Larry Wolfley
Coaching in beginning jogging to take place on the
football field, then longer runs into the country after
every day's beginners' session. "Running" discussion of
style, shoes, degrees of training, local competitions.
Open for both sexes, all ages, training tips from (at least)
three local marathon heroes.
FIRST MEETING: Tuesday, March 2, 7:30 p.m.
WHERE: North end Union Lounge
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THE FUTURE OF THE UNIVERSITY?
LEADER: Stephen Hilliard
I am interested in working with a small group concerned
with the future by working on specific projects. The
starting point will be working towards reforms that will

help us cope with an increasingly parsinomonious and
hostile public. In particular we will explore how the
Scranton report and other recent studies of higher
education can be used to give use a new strategy and a
new sense of mission.
FIRST MEETING: Tuesday, March 2, 7 p.m.
WHERE: 310 Andrews Hall

ABSURDITY
LEADER: Bart Becker
Multi-medi- a course dealing with various endeavors which
have been carried to their absurd ends. Absurdists to be
examined may or may not include W.C. Fields, Firesign
Threatre, Frank Zappa, Richard Nixon, etc. Mostly, we
will try to have fun.
FIRST MEETING: Monday, March 4, 7:30 p.m.
WHERE: UMHE. 333 N. 14

PBC-PEOPLE- 'S BICYCLE CLUB
LEADER: Gary Wolff
Although one may consider the winter season an unusual
time to organize a bicycle club, I feel there are many
things a group can work on and accomplish now to
prepare for an active spring, when warm weather once
again arrives. I have thoughts of a 20-3- 0 mile hike over
Easter vacation, a bicycle race, and a service provided by
the club to furnish bikes at a more feasible price to it's
members. I would like to introduce ecology education
into the program, with speakers and discussions on
ecology being the objectives of hikes and picnics.
Interaction with a variety of people, enjoyment of the
natural sourroundings and an education of the polluting
factors would serve as themes for activities of the club.
Thus; objectives, procedure of attaining objectives, and
financial backing are needed to insure success of club
projects. We will attempt to meet twice a month until
club activities become realities. Everyone is welcome,
whether you have a two-wheel- or not, to the first
meeting.
FIRST MEETING: Thursday, Febr. 25, 7:30 p.m.
WHERE: UHME,333N. 14
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